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PLASMA SHAPE EXPERIMENTS FOR AN OPTIMIZED TOKAMAK*

A.W. Hyatt, E.A. Lazarus, t T.H. Osborne, and the DIII-D Team

General Atomics, P.O. Box 84508, San Diego, California 92186-9784

In this paper we present results from recent experiments at DIII-D which measured the plasma stability
and confinement performance product, [_xE, in one previously studied and three new plasma shapes. One
important goal of these experiments was to identify performance vs shape trends which would identify a shape
compatible with both high performance and the planned effort to decrease the power flux to the divenor floor
using a closed "slot" divertor geometry, power flux to the divertor floor using a closed "slot" divenor geometry.
The closed divertor hardware must be designed for a reduced set of plasma shapes, so care must be taken to
choose the shape that optimizes _xE and divertor performance. The four shapes studied form a matrix of
moderate and high elongations 0¢---1.8 & 2.1) and low and high triangularities (5 = 0.3 & 0.9). All
configurations were double-null diverted (DND), held fixed during a shot, with neutral beam heating. The

shapes span a range of X-point locations compatible with the envisioned closed divertor. We find t[_ f_
shape to shape, a shot's transientnormalize_Jlperformance, ]3NH,where [_N= _(Ip/aBT) and H ---_:E/_'_ -or,
increases strongly with triangularity, but depends only weakly on elongation. However, the n6rmalized
performance during quasi stationary ELMing H-mode, to which these discharges eventually relax, is insensitive
to both triangularity and elongation. The moderate elongation, high triangularity DND shape is shown to be near
optimum for future studies on DHI-D.

Background

The DIII-D Advanced Tokamak (AT) program goal is to demonstrate a 2 MA, noninductively driven
(RF + bootstrap), quasi stationaryhigh performance ([3N = 6; H = 4) double-null diverted (DND) discharge. The
program will build on existing data and theoretical understanding which indicate that [3N and H can be
substantially increased by optimizing the plasma current, pressure and rotational velocity profiles. The current
profile will be controlled using RF current drive systems, the velocity profile will be controlled using error coil
magnetic braking and neutral beam injection (NBI), and the temperature and density profiles will be controlled
using RF heating systems, cryopumps for particle removal in the divertor, and combined gas puff and pellet
injection fueling.

The goal of the Radiative Divertor Program (RDP) is to demonstrate both a tenfold reduction in heat flux
to the divertor floor and particle recycling control in a high performance I3NH= 24 discharge. The RDP will
develop the physics and technology of creating an enhanced radiation zone in the scrape-off layer (SOL) to
greatly reduce the heat flux to the divertor floor while controlling recycling to prevent reflux back into the core
plasma. Figure 1 shows the RDP divertor geometry. The slotlike divertor hardware surrounds the divertor legs
from the X-point to the divertor floor, with continuous toroidal pumping ducts leading to cryopumps located
beneath the divenor plates. To simultaneously achieve the AT and RDP goals requires that the plasma shape
chosen for the RDP hardware design must be capable of attaining high plasma performance. Previous results
from DIII-D have indicated that high triangularity DND plasmas outperform single-null (SND) plasmas by
about a factor of twoI for the same engineering parameters and heating conditions. High triangularity SND
plasmas outperform low triangularity SND plasmas by roughly the same amount. 2

Experiment

The experimental procedure included every effort to maximize plasma performance in each shape.
Following the prescription of Osborne2 and Jackson for access to VH-mode, 3 the experiments were performed
in a boronized and well conditioned vessel with the Ohmic phase density held near the low density locked mode
limit. Experimental conditions were closely constrained and shots were taken in each shape until all known
conditions for VH-mode access were repeatedly met. Discharges in the previously studied K =_-2.1, 8--- 0.9
shape were used to benchmark the results and machine conditions. We find that independent of elongation high
triangularity discharges clearly enter VH-mode while low triangularitydischarges do not.

*Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy underContract Nos. DE-AC03-89ER51114 and DE-AC05-
84OR21400.
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We focusontheplasmaperformanceafter _ Pumpingofeither innerthe start of neutral beam heating. Deuterium
neutral beams of constant power were injected or outerstrikepoints
into deuterium plasmas starting a few confine-
merit times after current flattop was reached. !
The beam power was scanned from 4 to 15 MW
for safety factors (q95) of 3.3, 4.3 and 5.3. The
plasma major radius, minor radius and toroidal
field were held constant for all experiments.
The discharges have two distinct performance
phases: an initial transient phase in which per-
formance steadily improves until a Maximum
Performance (NIP) peak is reached, followed by
evolution to a lower performance Quasi station-
ary State (QS) phase. The initial high per- Flexible design.varyslot
formance phase starts with an ELM-free widthby ehangingtiles,
H-mode, which in high triangularity discharges height can also be changed
becomes VH-mode.-_ This phase typically ends
with the onset of the first ELM. In some low tri-

angularity discharges MP was reached after Fig. 1. The present RDP design has similar upper
ELMing began. Details of initiation and ter- and lower divertor hardware with X-point to outer
ruinationof VH--mode can be foundin Ref. 2. strike point poloidal distances of 23 cm.
The QS phaseis characterizedby an ELMing Independent cryopumping is provided for all four
H-mode with essentiallyconstantplasmaden- divertor legs. The purpose of the curved divertor
sit3,,storedenergyandinternal inductance.QS baffles which form the slot-like appearance is to
data is typically takenabout a secondafter the allow SOL plasma to plug the slot and prevent reflux
MP peak is reached;thisinterval is equivalent of recycled neutrals back up to the plasma midplane
to severalQS confinementtimes, region where the SOL is relatively thin.

Results

We use the product13¢Easthe measureof absoluteperformance,andthe scaledproduct_NH for comparison
betweendifferentshapes,tE is measuredfrom W, the plasmathermalenergy,which is determinedfrom time
dependent EFIT calculations of the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) stored energy minus the energy of fast ions
and rotation.In most cases these corrections are less than 10%. W is then divided by the loss power, PL = PTot-
dW/dt, to get rE. For all shots PTot = POhm+ PNBI. In all MP casesldW/dtl/Pl., _; 1/3; for QS data this ratio is
less than 5%. Our results confirm and extend the MP results of the previous studies, and show that high
triangularity shapes lead to superior normalized MP performance independent of elongation for the elongations
studied. Discharges in both high triangularity shapes reach [SNH_ 12 compared to [3NH_ 7 for both low
triangularityshapes. Similarly the best absolute performance of 8 ---0.9 discharges is about twice the best of 8 =
0.3 discharges for both elongations. The absolute and scaled MP results are displayed in Figs. 2 and 3. (Not all
discharges reach the maximum performance in a given shape due to several factors such as variations in the
Ohmic density, q95, Plot, and MHD activity, etc). This result is very important to the AT and RDP programs,
since it means that the RDP must accommodate a high triangularity shape and the AT programcan use a lower
elongation shape and still achieve high performance. A detailed discussion of these results and their implications
for stability and confinement in any given shape will be reported elsewhere. 4

The absolute and normalized QS results, (Figs. 4 and 5), show little if any improvement in performance
with triangularity at constant elongation. The normalized QS performance is significantly different between the
two elongations for 8 ---0.9 shapes but not for 8-- 0.3 shapes. The performance differences between the 8 -2=_0.9
shapes can be explained by differences in power density (PTot/V) if the discharges in these shapes are power
limited; that is, if insufficient power keeps [5in these discharges below the [_saturationlimit. Figure 6 shows this
seems to be the case for the high triangularitydischarges but not necessarily for the low triangularitydischarges.
For power limited discharges, normalizing [3N by the power density provides a more accurate comparison
between plasmas of different volumes. Note H contains volume normalization. In Fig. 7 we plot I3NHformed by
power density for the 8 -- 0.9 QS data. The power density normed performances in both elongations seem
identical. The low triangularity data in Fig. 5 and the formed high triangularity data in Fig. 7 both indicate that
the quasi stationary [SNHis at most weakly dependent on elongation. The data for the two triangularities are _3t
directly comparable since the low triangularitydischarges are probably in the saturated [5regime while the high
triangularity discharges are not. However, the data shown in Fig. 5 indicates that any triangularitydependence is
probably weak.
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Optimization

The shape chosen for the RDP and AT programs must provide adequate room for the necessary RDP hardware.
The high performance high elongation, high triangularity shape's X-points are located only a few centimeters
away from the vessel walls, which leaves little room. One of the critical issues for the RDP is determining Lp,
the length of the poloidal distance from X-point to the outer divertor strike point. It must be long enough to
support a high neutral density, low temperature, high recycling divertor while providing enough upstream

shiel_ng to reduce neutral reflux fueling down to a level comparable to NBI fueling. Experimental results byPetrie in the pr_ent open DIII-D divermr configuration suggest that as Lp increases the natural divertor plasma
shielding which hinders recycling divertor-born neutrals from returning to the core also increases. This effe_:t
saturates at Lp - 10-20 cm. Recent computational results from Fenstermacher 6 with the UEDGE fluid and
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DEGAS Monte Carlo particletransportcodessuggestthata closedslot-like divertor geometrysimilar to that
shown in Fig. 1 with Lp - 20 can reduce the neutral particle reflux current from the divertor back to the core
plasma by more thana factor of l0 over the present open divertor geometry (65 A vs. 880 A neutral current).
This level is comparable to neutral beam fueling. Further reflux reductions are probably unnecessary as NBI
fueling will dominate. Also, flux expansion, which is a major factor determining heat flux, decreases as Lp
increases. An Lp - 20 cm is also just sufficient to allow installation of a cryopump in the private region which
can pump the inner divertor leg while maintaining high triangularity. Diagnostic access is a moderate but not
insoluble problem which becomes much worse as Lp increases beyond 20 cm.

The high performance high triangularity, low elongation shoe (_ = 1.8; 8 = 0.9) has Lp = 20 cm. If the
triangularity is slightly reduced to 0.78 from the study average of 0.84, this shape will accommodate an inner
cryopump. This small reduction in triangularity will probably not significantly affect performance; note that
there are some high performance shots with g:=_1.8 and triangularities less than 0.8 shown in Fig. 3. Numerical
studies 7 in the 1c_=2.1, 8 _=.0.9 shape have demonstrated equilibria which are stable up to [_N= 6 with H = 3.5.
Our results lead us to expect similar high normalized performance in the moderate elongation shape. While a
complete investigation has not yet been accomplished, a limited set of EFIT numerical equilibria runs have
shown that the existing DIII-D poloidai field shaping coils are capable of controlling this shape for internal
inductance values ranging down to 0.6 at q95 = 3.0, and for normalized beta values up to 8. Thus we find that a
moderate elongation, high triangularity shape 0c -= 1.8, 8 = 0.8) is an optimal choice which can meet the needs
of the AT and RDP programs in DI_-D.
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